Recent advances in the collective model literature suggest ways to estimate the complete allocation of resources within households, using assignable goods and assuming adult preference similarity across demographic groups (or across spouses). While it makes welfare analysis at the individual level possible, the predictive power of the model is unknown. We propose the first validation of this approach, exploiting a unique dataset from Bangladesh in which the detailed expenditure on private goods by each family member is collected. Individualized expenditure allows us to test the identifying assumptions and to derive 'observed' resource sharing within families, which can be compared to the resource allocation predicted by the model. Sharing between parents and children is well predicted on average while the model detects key aspects like the extent of pro-boy discrimination. Results overall depend on the identifying good: clothing provides the best t compared to other goods as it best validates the preference-similarity assumption. The model leads to accurate measures of child and adult poverty, indicating the size and direction of the mistakes made when using the traditional approach based on per adult equivalent expenditure (i.e. ignoring within-household inequality). This assessment of existing approaches to measure individual inequality and poverty is crucial for both academic and policy circles and militates in favor of a systematic use of collective models for welfare analyses.
Introduction
Welfare and distributional analyses should ultimately concern the well-being of individuals. Yet, surveys almost always contain information about household expenditure. Speci…c surveys focusing on 'who gets what' in the household are scarce and costly. In the absence of direct observations on the intra-household allocation of resources, one may rely on applied economic theory. Collective models of household decision-making have been designed precisely for this purpose, i.e. to conduct welfare analysis at the individual level. Since the seminal contribution of Chiappori (1988) , the bulk of the literature has focused on tests of the e¢ ciency assumption at the core of the collective approach. 1 The literature has also suggested identi…cation results (e.g. Browning et al., 1994) , but most of them focus on the marginal sharing rule -i.e. how an extra dollar is allocated between family members -and not on the complete distribution across family members. Only recently, it has become possible to operationalize the model for individual welfare analysis, following the work of Browning et al. (2013) . Under some assumptions about the stability of preferences across demographic groups, these authors propose the identi…cation of the complete allocation process in a collective model of consumption. 2 Several studies have suggested useful simpli…cations (Lewbel and Pendakur, 2008) , relevant applications (Cherchye et al. 2012a ) and the extension to couples with children (Bargain and Donni, 2012; Dunbar et al., 2013; Bargain et al., 2015) . All these contributions have in common the intuition behind the Rothbarth method (initially designed to elicit the resources accruing to children) and the use of exclusive goods, i.e. goods consumed by certain type of individual in the household (e.g. adult women's clothing).
In principle, this approach makes it possible to base welfare and distributional analyses on individual resources. Yet, the predictive performances of the model -how well resource sharing is predicted -are unknown. We propose a validation of this approach, exploiting an exceptional dataset in which the detailed expenditure on private goods consumed by each family member is collected. The question is central in both academia and policy circles because the traditional approach broadly ignores intra-household inequality. In the context of developing countries, inequalities are potentially high within the family. Using anthropometric information for the Philippines, Haddad and Kanbur (1990) show that 30 40% of inter-individual inequality is explained by inequality among household members. Recent applications of the collective model to Malawi (Dunbar et 
and Chiappori and Donni (2011) . 2 Resource sharing is the …rst step towards a proper characterization of money-metric utility at the individual level (see Chiappori and Meghir, 2015) .
Côte d'Ivoire (Bargain et al., 2015) point to the underestimation of child poverty when inequality within families is ignored. Intra-household inequities may also be nontrivial in the case of rich countries. 3 Generalizing the use of collective models would allow analysts to characterize the extent of inequality within households -and to measure poverty at the individual level -more broadly. However, there has been not attempt, as yet, to validate the predictions of models in the vein of Browning et al. (2013) or Dunbar et al. (2013) . It is crucial to check if collective models can reliably predict the extent of intra-family inequalities, the degree of error committed by the standard approach based on per capita expenditure, or even the nature of inequalities (e.g. the degree of pro-boy discrimination in developing countries).
In this paper, we suggest the …rst validation exercise of that sort. We exploit a dataset from Bangladesh that comprises the detailed expenditure of each individual in the household -a relatively unique feature in the context of poor countries. Focusing on private consumption -which is essentially nutrition in this context -we can use the fully individualized expenditure to compute individual shares of total household resources. We compare them to the shares derived from the estimation of a collective model of consumption. We distinguish the complete collective approach, with sharing between women, men and children, and the Rothbarth version, focusing only on the allocation between 'unitary'parents and their children. In both cases, we provide straightfoward identi…cation results assuming (i) the existence of adult goods and (ii) the similarity in adult preference across demographic groups (which is close to the 'Similar Across Type'(SAT) assumption of Dunbar et al., 2013) . A particularly interesting aspect is the sensitivity of the …t to the choice of the identifying good. We opt for clothing, i.e. a good commonly used for identi…cation in the literature because it is available in most expenditure surveys in a form that is assignable to speci…c household members (e.g. adult women's clothing). We suggest alternative composite goods whose consumption is usually not assignable in standard surveys (other nonfood private goods, protein products and rice). Individualized expenditure data are used to estimate the individual Engel curves of men and women in di¤erent demographic groups and, for each identifying good, to test the SAT assumption.
Our main results go as follows. First, to check how well the model predicts the determinants of the sharing rule, we compare the estimated coe¢ cients with those obtained from direct estimations of the observed shares on the same set of covariates. The model predicts well the e¤ect of family size and composition, and most importantly, the magnitude of the pro-boy discrimination in resource allocation -a key …nding with respect to the policy implications of collective models. The model based on clothing seems to perform best, which re ‡ects the fact that this good best validates the preference stability assumption (SAT is not rejected in the case of clothing, except for women in large families, but broadly rejected with alternative identifying goods). We continue the validation exercise with a comparison of observed versus estimated resource shares, on average and for demographic subgroups. The model performs well in predicting the allocation between parents and children, which suggests the robustness of the identi…cation based on adult exclusive goods (as originating from the Rothbarth intuition). 4 Predicted sharing among adults is less accurate as the model rests on more structure and assumptions in this case. We go beyond mean comparisons and confront the distributions of estimated and observed shares. As could be expected, predictions are not very good at the tails of the distribution. Nonetheless, formal tests of similarity between the distributions of observed and estimated child shares are rarely rejected -except in the case of large families, which is consistent with the rejection of SAT for women in this case. 5 Finally, we undertake an illustrative distributional analysis, using clothing as the identifying good. The high rank correlation between estimated and observed shares leads to relatively accurate measures of individual inequality, using both the standard deviation and the Theil indices. The model also performs well in showing that 40 50% of total individual inequality in the Bangladeshee sample is due to within-household inequality.
Turning to a poverty analysis based on individual resources, we do not only require good predictions of the distribution of shares but also of their levels -which is the case for children versus parents. Consistently, our results point to correct measures of child versus adult poverty (but overstate women's poverty and understate male's). A poverty analysis based on predicted shares provides an assessment of 'true' individual poverty that departs quite strongly from poverty rates based on per adult equivalent expenditure. The latter -a traditional approach ignoring the extent of within-household inequalityleads to an underestimation of children's and/or mother's poverty rates (depending on the assumption made on children's weight relative to adults). This set of result motivates the use of collective models of consumption for welfare analyses, both in academia and international organizations, especially in the context of poor countries where (i) withinhousehold inequality is potentially large and (ii) the poverty of (discrimination against) 4 Engel curves on goods assignable to speci…c household members (e.g. adult goods in the Rothbarth approach) allow inferring how much is allocated to other members (children) from the comparison of budget shares on these goods between di¤erent demographic groups (say, childless couple and couples with one child). A natural assumption close to SAT was already used in applications like Gronau (1988 Gronau ( , 1991 , i.e. the fact that adults'preferences regarding adult goods do not change across these groups. 5 Another important result is that there is little reranking: even if resource allocation levels are not always well predicted, individual ranks are relatively well established captured, which is what matters for individual inequality analyses.
speci…c household members prevails.
Models and Estimation Method

Overview and Main Assumption
Relevant Literature. The fundamental assumption in our approach is the e¢ ciency of household decision, and more speci…cally the e¢ ciency of consumption choices. E¢ ciency is the core assumption of the whole literature on collective models since Chiappori (1988) . This explains why this literature has strongly focused on testing this assumption (see Chiappori and Donni, 2011 Separability and Preference-Similarity Assumptions. In both studies, a fundamental assumption is the separability between the identifying goods and other determinants of the individual utility function, and the fact that individual preferences regarding these identifying goods are stable across marital statuses. 7 In what follows, we make use of a slightly milder assumption regarding adult-speci…c goods, namely that the preferences of adults in a childless couple can be used to represent the preferences of adults in a family with up to three children. This assumption relates to the Rothbarth-Gronau approach (Rothbarth, 1943 , Gronau, 1988 . Taking for granted that adult-speci…c consumption is observed, the latter approach consists in measuring by how much adult 6 In the context of poor countries, some studies have rejected the e¢ ciency hypothesis, but mainly when it comes to household production decisions (Udry, 1996) . Daily consumption decisions probably have less of a strategic content (see a modern statement in Baland and Ziparo, 2017). 7 The idea of combining data on people living alone and in couples to retrieve the complete resource sharing rule was already applied in the context of labor supply by Laisney et al. (2003) , Couprie (2007) and Lise and Seitz (2011) . As explained in the introduction, the intuition of combining demographic variation and individual-speci…c goods originates from the Rothbarth approach, which addressed resource sharing between adults and children.
expenditure is depressed in couples with X + 1 children compared to couples with X children. This is again an assumption of separability (this time with respect to fertility choices, i.e. family size) and of stability of adult preferences across families of di¤erent size. In this simplest version of the collective model, referred to as the Rothbarth-Gronau model hereafter, parents will be treated as a 'unitary'sub-group and so is the group of children -i.e. we focus on sharing between adults and children taken as two entities. While we do not retrieve sharing among children, we can still include variables like the proportion of boys in order to check for potential discrimination in consumption against girls. In the complete version, referred to as the collective model hereafter, we assume e¢ cient bargaining between spouses and explicitly posit individual utilities for the father and the mother. To identify this model, we shall rely on wife-or husband-speci…c expenditure and, again, on the assumption that their individual preferences do not depend on the number of children. This is very close to the 'Similar Across Type'(SAT) assumption made in Dunbar et al. (2013) . Most importantly, we will be able to directly test this assumption using the observed Engel curves of men and women in couple.
Two Additional Separability Assumptions. To formalize the way we are going to organize the consumption data, we make explicit two other separability assumptions. The …rst one concerns public consumption. For simplicity, we shall ignore the publicness or jointness of consumption while focusing on the comparison of observed versus estimated allocations of private expenditure. Focusing on private goods can be seen as a reasonable approximation in our context, since private consumption represents the large majority of total expenditure in a very poor country like Bangladesh (nutrition alone represents 60% of total expenditure on average). Many studies assume the separability of public good in individual utility functions. It allows positing a multi-stage representation of the household allocation process, the initial stage corresponding to the decision upon public consumption (see for instance Browning et al., 1994 , or Cherchye et al., 2012b . In other words, the sharing rule upon private expenditure will be decided conditionally on an agreed level of public consumption.
Another type of separability in the household decision process -more speci…c to our context -concerns other household members beyond the basic couple and its children. An option is to select only nuclear households (e.g. Bargain et al., 2015) . This is very restrictive since in poor countries especially, nuclear families typically live with other relatives. This would also reduce sample size much, which may be an issue given the small initial size of surveys containing individualized expenditure -such as ours. To accommodate the inclusion of non-nuclear households, we assume that the multi-stage decision process includes a preliminary step where virtual transfers between the nucleus and other intra-family units are made. We can remain agnostic about this …rst stage, 8 while focusing on the sharing process within nuclear families. Using individualized expenditure for all the household members allows extracting the expenditure of the nuclear family and conditioning on the consumption of other members.
Models and Identi…cation
Set-up and Notations. We start with the presentation of the more general collective model, taking childless couples as the reference group. The following notations apply to the nuclear family. As stated above, this general set-up will allow modeling sharing between father, mother and children. Note that children are taken as a whole: we do not model sharing among siblings, but we shall control for their demographic composition (children's gender and age). Denote by x the log expenditure of the (nuclear) household, z the vector of household characterisics and p the vector of log prices. We examine household consumption decisions for four types of households indexed by n = 0 for childless couples and n = 1; 2; 3 for couples with 1 to 3 children. Goods are indexed by superscript k = 1; :::; K. Individual types are indexed by subscript i, with i = f indicating women, i = m men and i = c the children. E¢ cient decisions can be represented as a two-stage budgeting process (after an initial stage setting the level of public consumption and transfers within the extended family, as explained above). In a …rst stage, household resources are supposed to be allocated between f and m in n = 0, or between f; m and c in n > 0, according to a sharing rule, i.e., the outcome of an unspeci…ed decision process. Individual i in family of type n receives a share i;n (p; z) of total expenditure exp(x), which depends on prices and household characteristics. In a second stage, expenditures on all goods are chosen as if each individual solved her own utility maximization problem subject to her individual budget constraint (determined by the sharing rule). Individual log resources can be written x i;n = x + log i;n (p; z). The (well-behaved) indirect utility of adult individuals i = f; m living in a family of type n is written v i (x i;n ; p; z) and depends on own resources, prices and household characteristics. Roy's identity applied to adult indirect utility gives an expression for an adult budget share on good k, i.e. the fraction of her budget x i;n spent on this good in the second stage of the decentralized process:
8 A theoretical justi…cation is that households are more likely to be Pareto e¢ cient within the nuclear cell. So parents and their children may be Pareto e¢ cient, but including a father/mother in law may lead to Pareto ine¢ cient allocations between the parent-in-law and the nuclear family (see Gupta et al., 2017) .
We assume that there is no spatial price variation and focus on cross-sectional data in our application. Thus, we can take out prices and rewrite the adult budget shares for good k:
The n-type family budget share on good k is then written:
Identi…cation of the Complete Collective Model. Identi…cation relies on the existence of assignable adult goods k i , i = f; m, i.e. goods that are speci…cally consumed by adult women and men. In general, the choice set for such goods is very limited. Typically, clothing is used as an assignable expenditure since one can distinguish adult male and female clothing in standard expenditure data (see Browning et al, 1994) . In the present case, basically any private expenditure can be used since we observe fully individualized private consumption. Hence, we will be able to check the sensitivity of our results to the nature of the identifying good (see Deaton, 1997 Bargain et al., 2015) . Instead, we choose childless couples (n = 0) as our reference group. For them, the family budget share on good k i is written:
which allows us to identify basic budget shares w k i i ( ) provided we know individual budgets x i;0 = x + log i;0 (z). While it is possible to make some assumption on the degree of sharing between childless spouses, we can also directly use observed shares obs w;0 (z) and obs m;0 (z) = 1 w;0 (z), i.e. those derived from our detailed individualized expenditure data. Of course, this could not be done with standard surveys -but remember that we simply aim to test the performance of the collective model. Next, total budget shares on adult goods in families of type n > 0 are written:
which directly identify i;n (z) for i = f; m. Indeed, the left hand side is observed while w
is known from the estimation on n = 0, thanks to the preference-similarity assumption. Again, this assumption states that the individual Engel curves of adults i = f; m are similar across couples of di¤erent size. This assumption is close to Dunbar et al. (2013) 's "Similar Across Type" (SAT) assumption. 9 This is a nonparametric generic 9 The di¤erence is that they use one-child (rather than childless) couples as the reference group.
For the rest, both studies avoid the assumption of preference similarity with single individuals as in aforementioned studies since Browning et al. (2013) . Thus preference-similarity is weaker here, since it avoids the issue of selection in marriage. It is also practical, since few people live alone in poor countries.
identi…cation, i.e. each observation (x; z) provides an equation in the only unknown i;n (see Browning et al., 2013 , for a discussion). Children's share is just the complement to 1, i.e. c;n (z) = 1 w;n (z) m;n (z). Dunbar et al. (2013) require that only part of the adult preferences are similar across demographic groups -the slope of the Engel curvein a semi-parametric identi…cation (they impose linearity in the log expenditure). 10 Identi…cation of the Rothbarth-Gronau Version. Using standard surveys, we would not observe m;0 (z) and w;0 (z), and hence could not complete identi…cation. We can nonetheless identify the allocation to children without further assumption about sharing within childless couples. In other words, our second model, the 'Rothbarth-Gronau' version of the collective model, will focus on intergenerational sharing between a "unitary" couple and its children. This model is also less demanding in terms of identifying goods, i.e. we do not need gender-speci…c adult goods but just adult goods (ex: adult clothing). Simply replacing subscript i (f and m) by a (for "adults") in the model above, we can estimate total budget shares W ka n (x; z) for adult good k a :
which generically identify a;n (z) and the children's share c;n (z) = 1 a;n (z). A variant of the Rothbarth-Gronau model is the alternative assumption in Dunbar et al. (2013) , namely the "Similar Across People" (SAP). As for the SAT assumption, it simply imposes preference similarity on the slope of individual Engel curves, here between men and women.
Functional Forms and Estimation Method
We turn to the empirical speci…cation of the model and introduce an index h for households observed in the data. We …rst specify the household budget share equations. For identi…cation, we only need adult goods. Yet, for couples with children, we will reinforce identi…cation by adding child goods. That is, the empirical version of the collective model for couples with children will comprise K = 4 budget shares, i.e. one for the female adult good k f , one for the male adult good k m , one for the child good k c and one for the composite good representing all the other private expenditure. The latter does not need to be speci…ed in the estimation since the four shares sum up to one. For childless couples, the empirical model will comprise K = 3 goods, i.e. the same as above except the child budget share. For the particular case of the Rothbarth-Gronau model, the same principle applies but male and female expenditure are merged into one adult good k a , so the empirical model comprises K = 2 budget shares for n = 0 and K = 3 for n > 0. To summarize, we estimate jointly the system of family budget share equations for assignable goods:
This system is estimated by the iterated SURE method. To account for the likely correlation between the error terms " k n;h in each budget share function and the log total expenditure, each budget share equation is augmented with the 'Wu-Hausman'residuals (Banks et al., 1997; Blundell and Robin, 1999) . These are obtained from reduced-form estimations of x on all exogenous variables used in the model plus some excluded instruments (a third order polynomial in household disposable income). The error terms are supposed to be uncorrelated across households but correlated across goods within households. They are also assumed to be homoskedastic for each family type (see Bargain and Donni, 2012 , for more details).
We now specify the two structural components of the model. The …rst one, which appears in the speci…cation of the di¤erent demographic groups, is the individual budget share equation. We assume that individual preferences are consistent with a generalization of the Piglog indirect utility functions (Banks et al., 1997), so we can adopt the following quadratic speci…cation:
where x i;n;h = x h + log i;n;h represents the log resources for individual i in household h of type n; a
i are parameters; z i;h is a set of socio-demographic variables comprising the number of children, the average age and education level of the parents, a urban dummy and a 'nuclear family'dummy. The latter variable accounts for potential di¤erences in the sharing rule of the nuclear family when other relatives are present in the household. This could be due to a di¤erent consumption technology or to selection. For children, the budget share includes the same variables plus the average age of children.
Then, the resource sharing functions are written as follows:
for i = f , with = (f ), for n = 0, and i = f; c, with = (f; c), for n > 0
, for n > 0
where and are parameters. The speci…cation above implicitly de…nes husbands'share (adults' share) as the complement to one for the Collective model (Rothbarth-Gronau model). Socio-demographic variables z share h determining the sharing rules include the number of children, their average age, the proportion of boys, the 'nuclear' and urban dummies. 2017), has made use of a survey in which resource allocation is recorded at cell levels (mothers and their children in polygamous families). Most of these datasets are relatively small. This is not an impediment for what we try to achieve.
11 Indeed, we do not attempt to produce a representative distributional analysis for Bangladesh but rather to conduct a comparison of observed versus estimated resource allocation -and its implication for poverty measurement -on a group of households with di¤erent demographic compositions. . It aimed to improve the estimation and analysis of poverty in Bangladesh by taking into account intra-household resource allocation behavior. That particular survey module comprises information on 1; 039 households, randomly drawn from 33 districts (704 from rural areas). Data on a wide variety of subjects were collected, including household characteristics, demography, educational attainment and economic activities of household members, as well as expenditure on food and non-food items. Most originally, individual dietary intake was recorded by specially trained enumerators. This team has observed all meals prepared and consumed within households over three full days, weighting food items while being cooked and the amount consumed by each individual. Information on food consumption outside the home was gathered by interviewing the relevant persons and consolidated with expenditure on meals at home (see the detailed explanations of the procedure in Razzaque et al, 2011) . Market prices were used to compute the value of the quantity daily consumed of each food item. The survey also collected information on most non-food consumption by each individual household member, using the recall method or interviewing the household head or the person who took the decision on speci…c expenditures including health, education, household essentials, clothing, footwear, cosmetics and toiletries, personal items, utilities and other durables. The respondents could specify the expenses incurred for a particular individual and, based on such information, private non-food consumption was measured. 12 Sample Selection. Given the small size of the sample -1; 039 households -our selection cannot be too restrictive. In particular, we cannot focus solely on nuclear family, which represent 44:5% of the original sample. As explained above, we rather opt for the largest possible sample and assume separability of private consumption between the nucleus and other family members. We use detailed individual expenditure so as to isolate the budget of the nuclear family. We select childless couples and couples with up to three children (larger families are too few to be a relevant inclusion). We drop polygamous households (6), singles and single parent households (117), couples with older children (i.e. above 17 years old) only (104), and those with missings for the key variables (9) . We are left with 803 households, described in Table 1 . Empirically, the Rothbarth-Gronau model (the complete collective model) is based on one (two) exclusive good(s) for adults and one for unitary children, so that our selected sample comprises 1; 606 (2; 308) individual observations. 12 The data is described and used for intra-household welfare analysis in Cockburn et al. 
A First Insight in the Data
We focus on the private expenditure of the nuclear household (we retain food and nonfood expenditure that can be individually allocated). Overall it represents between 63% (childless couples) and 73% (couples with three children) of total expenditure. The fact that private consumption increases with family size is mainly due to the rise in food expenditure -which is essentially private -in larger families. 13 It is well-known that in poor countries, food consumption can take up the majority of the household budget, sometimes more than three-quarters of it (Deaton, 1997 ). In our sample from Bangladesh, nutrition represents between 50% (childless couples) and 65% (couples with three kids) of total expenditure. Note that most of it is private (exactly 90% of it is individually attributed in our data). The only exception is spice (10% of food expenditure), the use of which could not be individually recorded. Regarding nonfood goods, between 38% and 43% of it is private. Items that could not be assigned mainly concerned housing and durables. We consider two broad categories of private nonfood items: clothing and "others". Table 1 provides more insight in consumption patterns. The upper panel focuses on the privately assigned expenditure (nuclear family), excluding public consumption of the only non-private food item (spice) and of public nonfood expenditure. We report both the family budget shares on the main groups of food and nonfood goods and the percentage of zero expenditure (in square brackets). In particular, we show detailed expenditure on the four groups of goods used as alternative identifying composite goods, namely (i) clothing, (ii) rice, (iii) dairy and protein (…sh/meat/eggs) and (iv) other private nonfood goods (health/treatment related expenditure, education cost and personal things like ornaments). For them, we report the individual budget shares for the husband, the wife and the children. Reassuringly, the rate of zeros is very small for these identifying goods, 14 with the exception of the "other nonfood" composite good.
15 13 As pointed out by Deaton (1997) , the fact that children's food consumption is disproportionately higher makes that the cost of children is usually overestimated when calculated on the basis of variations in food expenditure across household types (the Engel approach). The Rothbarth approach based on adult goods avoids this critique.
14 There might be a concern that in Bangladesh, a signi…cant percentage of individuals were sick and skipped meals for this reason -or were just absent during the meals. For absents, information on what they ate outside has been collected and consolidated with expenditure on meals at home. For those who were present but report zero total food consumption, we ignore if it is due to sickness or breastfeeding for young children. This concerns 7 men, 3 women, 13 …rst child, 19 second child, 12 third child. We have rerun our estimations while (i) ignoring these households, (ii) controling for a dummy ("one member skips meal"), and found no substantial di¤erences with the baseline results presented hereafter. 15 Note that our statistics are relatively comparable with those reported in Note: Figures refer to the main nuclear family of the household (parents and children). We show family budget shares and percentages of zeros (in square brackets) of all private expenditures, with detailed individual expenditure for father, mother and children on (i) clothing, (ii) other private nonfood goods, (iii) fish/meat/eggs/dairy and (iv) rice, i.e. the four alternative groups of identifying goods used to estimate the collective model. The lower panel reports total annual expenditure, characteristics of the nuclear families (or their head) and the number of individual observations.
Source: authors' calculation using the `Capturing Intra-household Distribution and Poverty Incidence' data for Bangladesh.
An important observation pertains to the shifts in consumption patterns when family composition changes. As expected, the share of primary food expenditure, like rice, increases with the presence (and the number) of children. This pattern is less marked for other types of food products. The share of protein/dairy products is relatively stable across demographic groups, although absolute amounts of these goods do increase with family size (and with total expenditure). Total budget shares on clothing tend to decrease with the second and third child (but the absolute expenditure level also increases). If we look at individual budget shares, we …nd, as expected, that the presence of children reduces the budget shares devoted to parents'consumption. For instance, while couples without children allocate 6:5% (6:1%) of their budget to men's (women's) clothing, this drops to 5:3% (4:7%) in couples with one child and to 3:8% (3:5%) in couples with two.
The pattern uncovered here is in line with the widely accepted notion that children impose economic costs on their parents -the income e¤ect associated with the cost of children in the Rothbarth-Gronau intuition.
The lower part of Table 1 presents household characteristics. Since identi…cation relies on the comparison between the di¤erent demographic groups, it is reassuring to see that they are not completely di¤erent with respect to basic characteristics as used in the model. They tend to di¤er on average for some of them, such as education levels. The important point is that adults in the di¤erent demographic groups show at least some 'common support'with respect to these characteristics. In the Appendix, Figure A .1 reports the distribution of household head's age and years of schooling. Childless couples are de…ned as household where "no children are currently living". Hence, they are mechanically older (some of them are older parents whose children have left the home). Still, there is a relative large overlap in the age distributions of the di¤erent family types. For education, the di¤erence at the mean is mainly driven by a concentration of large families (childless couples) at very low (higher) education levels. Nonetheless, there is a relatively large overlap across the four groups.
Testing Adult Preference Similarity
Originally, we can verify the assumptions of preference similarity used in the literature. We essentially focus on adult preference stability -regarding identifying goods -across demographic types. Our data allows calculating individual resources and, hence, how adults'basic budget shares w It shows the …t of individual Engel curves estimated using a quadratic form in log expenditure, which is consistent with our speci…cation, and the corresponding con…dence intervals. We observe little di¤erences in individual Engel curves -for both men and women -between childless couples (our benchmark) and couples with one or two children. Some discrepancies appear for women in three-child households.
To test the assumption of preference-similarity across demographic groups more formally, we now estimate adults'Engel curves for each identifying good (clothing, other nonfood goods, rice, …sh/meat/egg/dairy). In several cases, the coe¢ cients on the squared log expenditure are signi…cant so that we prefer to retain the quadratic form -as speci…ed in the model -rather than the speci…cation in Dunbar et al. (linear in log expenditure). We test the null hypothesis that the slope is identical between individuals in childless couples and those in other household types, for i = f; m; a respectively. P-values of the tests are reported in the upper panel of Table 2 . A key result is that clothing provides the best results. We cannot reject the stability of preferences, except for women's clothing in n = 3 households, which is consistent with the visual inspections above. Things are less satisfying with the other goods, and especially with the other non-food private goods (women's Engel curves signi…cantly change with the arrival of children). These results allow anticipating some of our validation outputs: because clothing respects the basic identifying assumption, it is expected to provide the best …t when comparing observed and predicted resource shares. This is reassuring given the fact that this good has been extensively used for identi…cation in the collective model literature (at least since Browning et al., 1994) .
Finally, we can also test whether men's and women's Engel curves are similar to each other within each demographic group. This assumption is used as an alternative to SAT in Dunbar et al. (2013) , i.e. a 'Similar across People'(SAP) assumption. The lower panel of Table 2 shows that it is clearly rejected in the case of two-child couples when using clothing. This is true with a quadratic form in log expenditure, but also with the linear form as used by Dunbar et al. (2013) . Since couples with two children represent the largest group in our sample (40% of all couples), it would make the identifying strategy based on SAP relatively fragile in the present context. We also …nd that it is rejected in a majority of cases when using the other identifying goods. These results do not preclude that SAP could work well in other settings. However, based on the above results and to simplify our demonstration, we solely rely on SAT as the central identifying assumption. A …nal remark: the Rothbarth-Gronau approach does not imply SAP. It only requires SAT for 'unitary'adults'preferences (adult Engel curves are pooled across spouses in this case). We estimate women's, men's and adults' individual Engel curves for each identifying adult good. We test the null hypothesis that the slopes of the Engel curves are identical between individuals in childless couples and individual in couples with 1, 2 or 3 children (`Similar Across Types'), using the specification that is quadratic in log expenditure (similar results are obtained with linear form in log expenditure). We also test identical slopes for men and women within each demographic group (`Similar Across People'), using either linear or quadratic forms in log expenditure. Figures represent the pvalue of these tests.
Clothing
Non-food private Rice Protein/dairy
Results
Results are presented in three steps. First, we examine the ability of the structural model to correctly predict the sign and magnitude of the determinants of the sharing rule. Then, we assess how predicted resource shares replicate observed ones, on average (overall and for di¤erent demographic subgroups) and distribution-wide. Finally, we focus on 'individual' inequality and poverty measures, i.e. measures originally based on the resources accruing to the di¤erent family members. In particular, child poverty rate will not be de…ned as the proportion of children living in poor households (according to household equivalized expenditure) but as the proportion of poor children (according to their own individual resources). This is important given the recognition that households are often composed of both poor and nonpoor individuals (Brown et al., 2017) -something that is missed by the traditional approach based on per capita (or per adult equivalent) expenditure. ) + u n;h :
Sharing Rule Estimations
The last column of Table 3 reports the coe¢ cients g c .
The …rst observation is that model estimates show some variability across the identifying goods. Yet, the e¤ects of family size and children's average age on the share of children is consistently positive in almost all models. A crucial point is that observed shares (last column) ‡ag a signi…cant pro-boy discrimination, which is well identi…ed in the Rothbarth/Collective model estimations based on individual clothing (…rst column) or rice consumption (third column). More generally, the model based on clothing seems to perform particularly well regarding children age and gender. Observed child shares appear to be signi…cantly higher in households comprising the nuclear family only and in urban households. These e¤ects are not rendered well by structural estimations. As expected, there is a broad similarity between the Rothbarth-Gronau approach and the complete collective model when it comes to child shares. It re ‡ects the fact that child costs are essentially identi…ed on adult good variation across family types (the Rothbarth intuition). Nonetheless, it also tells us that the way budget shares of men and women vary across these types are not too contrasted.
Regarding women's shares, the set of child characteristics explain little of the household variation. The exception is the e¤ect of living in a nuclear family, which increases mothers'shares. A possible interpretation goes as follows: Living with others means that older household members can enforce gender norms, so that women in extended household may have less power, as con…rmed for India by Debnath (2015) . Again, models based on clothing or rice match observed shares with a positive and signi…cant e¤ect of living in a nuclear household. Overall, these identifying goods tend to …t actual observed heterogeneity in household allocation best. Note that we have experimented alternative speci…cations, notably a model accounting for x (the log expenditure) in the sharing rule. This term was never signi…cant -for instance the coe¢ cient in the child share of the Rothbarth model was :0822 (:1523). This is an interesting observation. Indeed, our identi…cation does not require the independence from total expenditure, in contrast with . We also …nd that accounting for log expenditure when calculating child and adult shares does not change the conclusion of our comparisons between estimated and observed shares hereafter.
We have also replicating our estimations while adding 'bargaing factors'and interesting heterogeneity in the sharing rule. The literature has focused on distribution factors that may a¤ect the balance of power in the household (e.g. Bourguignon et al., 2013) . We test three of these factors: the women's contribution to household income, the woman's participation to the labor market and the level of dowry and gifts by the women's family. We also add a measure of household wealth. Given the correlation between women's labor supply and her contribution to household income, we add these variables one at a time. In the Appendix, Table A .1 reports the coe¢ cients for these additional sharing rule determinants when using clothing. The other determinants are barely a¤ected by this inclusion. Results point again to a very good prediction of the e¤ect of women's …nancial power (and labor market participation) on hers and her children's resource shares (yet insigni…cant for the latter). The e¤ect of wealth is also accurately and precisely estimated. We do not focus more on these variables due to the fact that the causal e¤ect of distribution factors is not at all guaranteed: omitted variables (e.g. the degree of exposure to traditional norms) may in ‡uence both women's income/labor supply and the intra-household distribution.
Resource Share Comparison on Average and by Subgroups
Average Shares. We move to the direct comparison of estimated shares e i;n (equations 9) and observed shares obs i;n (equation 10) for n = 1; 2; 3. The complete set of results is provided in Appendix Table A.2 for the Rothbarth model and Tables A.3-A.4 for the collective model. A visual illustration of the main …ndings is suggested in a series of graphs. We start with children's shares (i = c) with the Rothbarth approach in Figure 1 . The upper graph reports average shares per child across the di¤erent family types, …rst comparing the estimated shares (using clothing) and the observed shares. The model predicts a share of 23:2% for the …rst child, which compares well with the observed share of 23:8%. This performance is also found in larger households. The model reproduces well the fact that (i) child shares increase with family size but (ii) do not increase proportionally. The fact that per-child shares decrease with family size is consistently found in the estimation of collective models for other poor countries, notably Dunbar et al. (2013) and Bargain et al. (2015) . Importantly here, this result tends to be validated by direct comparison with the observed resource allocation. Sensitivity to Identifying Goods. The lower graph of Figure 1 inspects the sensitivity of our results to the use of alternative identifying goods. Resource shares obtained using rice expenditure are relatively correct while those estimated on the basis of other identifying goods are o¤ the mark. The fact that child costs vary considerably with the choice of the identifying good is not unusual. When several adult goods are available, they usually give di¤erent estimates of the Rothbarth approach, as shown by Deaton (1989) on Thailand. The key fact is that we now have a benchmark to evaluate them, namely the observed shares. Protein/dairy goods tend to considerably overstate child resources, probably because parents do divert the consumption of such goods -important for child growth -towards their children. Inversely, a clear underestimation of child shares for families with two or three children is found when using the "other" nonfood composite good. From Table 1 , we infer that the most obvious di¤erence with the other goods is its much larger rate of zeros, which may limit its validity as an identifying good. These results con…rm that clothing is our best choice. This is good news for two reasons: (a) clothing is one of the rare assignable expenditure commonly provided in standard surveys and (b) it has been used systematically -for that reason -in the collective model identi…cation based on exclusive goods (at least since Browning et al., 1994) . Overall, it is likely that clothing is the least subject to the pitfalls attached to the Rothbarth-Gronau approach (see Deaton, 1997) , namely (i) substitution e¤ects (between own consumption and family size), (ii) the necessity that the relative price of the adult goods does not change across demographic types; 16 (iii) the requirement for adult goods not to be inelastic to total expenditure (some of the food items are relatively inelastic). Point (i) is crucial -and we have shown that clothing performs best when testing the assumption of preference stability across demographic types (SAT).
Results with the Complete Collective Model. In Figure 2 , we show the results of our comparison exercise for the collective model, focusing on clothing and rice goods. The upper graph reports estimated and observed shares for children. Conclusions are very similar to the above discussion based on the Rothbarth approach. The only di¤erence is a slight underestimation of child shares, of around 3 4 points of percentage, in families with one and two children. The lower graph shows the comparison of women's share. As expected from the sharing rule estimates, results are not as good. Clothing underestimates women's share by at least 5 percentage points in all family types. Rice overestimates it by a similar margin in families with one or two children. These results con…rm that the identi…cation of sharing within couples is not as strong as for children because (i) it relies on more observations (goods assignable to men versus women) and (ii) the relative preferences of adults is more di¢ cult to assess since there is no variation in that respect. 17 In contrast, the identi…cation of child shares bene…ts from demographic variation -a varying number of children -that reveals how resources are directed towards additional children.
Average Shares for di¤erent Subgroups. Next, we compare mean shares for di¤er-ent subgroups, using clothing and rice. Figure 3 focuses on children's shares using both models and the comparison with observed shares. Subgroups correspond to demographic variation along two margins: size and gender composition (upper graphs) or size and rural/urban (lower graphs). The four graphs con…rm the good performance of the models regarding demographic e¤ects. Importantly, both models yield the same predictions, which are also very close to observed shares. For a given number of children, the decrease in the proportion of boys leads to a substantial decline of the per child share. This pro-boy discrimination, previously reported in the estimates of the sharing rule, is quanti…ed here Rose, 1999 , and Zimmermann, 2012). 18 Finally, Figure 4 displays observed versus estimated shares of women in the collective model: as before, clothing (rice) leads to an underestimation (overestimation) of female shares, which is equally pronounced in most of the demographic subgroups.
Andrews Tests. To assess the overall quality of the Rothbarth-Gronau/Collective model, we use the chi-square goodness of …t test introduced by Andrews (1988) . This test is based on partitioning the dependent and explanatory variables into cells, and then comparing the observed frequencies with those implied by the model. The main bene…t of the proposed test is its ability to reject the structural model if misspeci…cation is such that the data generated by the model leads to biased conclusions regarding the distribution of shares. Under the null hypothesis that the model is correctly speci…ed, the sample distribution of shares and the distribution generated by the model should be similar. In the context of our model, we contrast the predicted shares e k;n to the observed shares obs k;n , for k = c; f , using either the Rothbarth-Gronau model or the collective model. 19 We thus partition the resource shares into cells of equal size (4, 6 or 8 cells, for sensitivity analysis), and contrast the number of right and wrong cell predictions. 20 The test is a chi-square statistics and can easily be computed by performing an auxiliary OLS regression (see Andrews, 1988 , for more details). Table 4 reports the p-value of the test overall and for di¤erent demographic groups. We cannot reject the test overall: p-value are high 18 There is a considerable amount of empirical evidence, much of it from the Indian subcontinent, that documents discrimination against females (e.g. Sen, 1984 and the survey by Behrman, 1987 ). Yet, much of the evidence is concerned with measurements of nutritional outcomes, mortality, and health status rather than with the direct good allocation by gender. Also, there is more mixed evidence in other poor regions. In particular in an African context, pro-boy discrimination is found by Dunbar et al. (2013) for Malawi while there is no boy-girl di¤erence in resource shares in Côte d'Ivoire (Deaton, 1989; Bargain et al., 2015) . 19 A more demanding test for the collective model would confront the estimated joint distribution of mother's and child shares (e f;n ; e c;n ) to the observed one ( obs f;n ; obs c;n ). Given the sample size, it is unfortunately not feasible to partition the data into a meaningful number of cells for mothers and children. 20 It is unknown what is the best way to choose these cells. We have used various cell partitioning methods as proposed by Andrews (1988) . It turns out our results are relatively robust to cell partitioning.
so that the null hypothesis -observed and estimated shares are identical -cannot be rejected at standard levels.
Arguably, performances are a bit more contrasted when considering di¤erent groups. The prediction of the models tends to be rejected in the case of two children (and with three children, for Rothbarth-Gronau). However, with other sources of household heterogeneity (urban/rural and household head above/under 40 years old), the model is rarely rejected. We do not report the test results for women's share (or men's share, which is just the complement to one of child and women's shares) with the collective model: it is systematically rejected by the data. This is consistent with the fact that mothers'shares tend to be underestimated when using clothing, especially in large households, as discussed above.
Note that the Andrew's test is more demanding than a simple test of equality between observed and predicted mean shares. What is most interesting is that the performance of the collective model regarding children's shares (and hence 'unitary'adults'shares) is similar to that of the Rothbarth-Gronau model. This is not surprising given that both rely on similar identifying assumptions. As previously discussed, the collective model is more ambitious as it makes additional assumptions in order to predict each spouse's share. The table reports the p-value of an Andrews' test of the distributional difference between observed and estimated child resource shares, for different sample partitioning of the shares (4, 6 or 8 partitions).
Andrews Test # of sample partitions:
Andrews Test # of sample partitions:
Rothbarth-Gronau Model
Collective Model
Household type # obs.
Resource Share Comparison: Distributional Analysis
The …nal step of our analysis must confront the distribution of observed versus estimated shares. We …rst check their correlation at various degrees of disaggregation. Then, we perform distributional analyses originally based on individual resources and compared to the traditional approach.
Correlation between Estimated and Observed Shares. We compare the dispersion of individual resource shares as predicted by the models (based on clothing) with the actual dispersion in observed shares. We start with a semi-disaggregated approach. We calculate the average estimated and observed shares by equal-sized bins of the distribution of observed shares. We use 20 bins, which is a large number compared to what is necessary to calculate meaningful inequality indices (Davies and Shorrocks, 1989 , show that a limited number of data points is required for Gini indices, for instance). The binned scatterplots displayed in Figure 5 show two aspects of the same picture. On the negative side, estimated shares understate the variance of observed shares. This is an expected result: predicted outcomes typically tend to show more concentration (and mispredictions) in the tails of the distribution. The optimistic view is that there is very little reranking: especially in the case of child shares, estimated shares monotonically increase with observed share. This is certainly important for the robustness of distributional analyses based on ranks -i.e. inequality and relative poverty analyses -when conducted on the basis of individual resources. We now move to the most disaggregated level. On the left hand side of Figure 6 , we show the complete dispersions of estimated/observed shares, distinguishing between family types. There is obviously more noise than in binned scatterplots. Yet, the correlation is relatively high for child shares (around :71 with both Rothbarth and collective models) but smaller for female shares (:41). There is much variation within each demographic group, which is partly due to the fact that we have used a limited set of explanatory variables. Nonetheless, the prior analysis of sharing rule estimates has shown the relevance of the collective model in explaining key determinants. The graphs on the right hand side actually plot estimated shares against 'concentrated'shares, i.e. the observed shares purged from the unexplained component e u n;h . These concentrated shares extract the variation in actual shares explained by the set of covariates used in the model. The very high correlation obtained in this case con…rms that the model performs well in terms of the role attributed to the di¤erent determinants of sharing. Most of the dispersion that is seen on the left hand side -and most of the potential bias in individual welfare analysis -is therefore due to the unobserved heterogeneity in the sharing rule.
Inequality and Poverty Analyses. We …nally check the performances of the model when conducting distributional analyses. Previous …ndings have conveyed that the model may be well suited for inequality analyses at the individual level. We use resource sharesobserved or predicted -together with family expenditure to evaluate individual resources x i = i;n (x; z): exp(x). 21 Few papers have actually operationalized the collective model to estimate the contribution of intra-household inequality to total consumption inequality: Lise and Seitz (2011) for the UK, Dunbar et al. (2013) for Malawi, Bargain et al. (2015) for Côte d'Ivoire. In particular, both studies on African data focus on families with children to assess how intra-household inequality alters the measure of individual poverty.
We start with individual inequality, measured using two decomposable indices: the standard deviation and the Theil index. These indices are calculated over personal resources x i for all the individuals in our sampled population of nuclear couples with children. In the case of the Rothbarth model, we assume that each adult avails of half of total adult resources x a . Results are reported in Table 5 . The equal split for unitary adults is assumed for the estimated but also observed adult expenditure, hence di¤erent inequality levels in the …rst and third column. First rows (for each index) show that both Rothbarth and collective models predict well the extent of individual inequality. Both indices are decomposable: second and third rows show the contribution of between-and within-household inequality to total individual inequality. 'Between'inequality is simply the standard per capita measure of inequality. We show that the latter (the traditional approach) ignores 40 50% of total individual inequality in our Bangladeshee sample, i.e. the extent of inequality explained by within-household inequality. It is remarkable to see that both models predict the 'within'contribution relatively well. 
Rothbarth-Gronau Model Collective Model
For poverty, we use an absolute line as commonly suggested for developing countries. We adopt the adult poverty line of $1:25 per day recommended by the World Bank for the year 2004. Results may be sensitive to the weights put on children. We start with a weight of 1 for all children, i.e. using the same line as for adults. This is nothing else than the 'per capita'analysis frequently used in development studies. Results are reported in the upper part of Table 6 . The …rst column gives the poverty rate for di¤erent members according to the observed resources they receive in the household: children (80%), mothers (62%) and a lower poverty of adults in general (50%) that re ‡ects the lower poverty of fathers (38%). If we now compare these rates to poverty headcounts predicted by the collective models, individual child poverty is remarkably well predicted -around 81% with the Rothbarth-Gronau model and 85% with the complete model -and so is adult poverty when ignoring sharing among spouses (51%). Since we underpredict mothers's share, we also overpredict the incidence of poverty in their case (78%). Nonetheless, the collective model correctly indicates larger poverty rates in this group compared to adults in general. Table 6 indicates a small degree of mismatch in poverty status when using estimated versus observed shares. For instance, 4% (5%) of the children are deemed poor according to observed (estimated) shares but not according to estimated (observed) shares. The last column of Table 6 shows individual poverty rates based on per capita expenditure. It highlights how much of individual poverty is missed by the traditional approach. Indeed, ignoring within-household inequality leads to the conclusion that 65% of the children and 65% of the mothers are poor in our Bangladeshee sample. This rate understates child poverty by a large margin. This analysis depends on arbitrary dimensions compared to the inequality analysis -notably the choice of child weights. Yet our conclusions point to the rejection of the traditional approach in any case. For instance, let us retain lower child weights. We take weights that are proportional to the calorie requirements of children at every age, relative to adults (we rely on the age-speci…c scale suggested in FAO/WHO/UNU, 1985). This gives an average child weight of :8 (rather than 1). Child poverty mechanically decreases, as can be seen in the middle panel of Table 6 , but remains larger than the per capita measure. Let us decrease child weight a little more and opt for an equal weight of :6 for all children, as in Dunbar et al. (2013) . Child poverty is still far above the (new) per adult equivalent measure of poverty and, in addition, the traditional approach now underestimates mothers'poverty. 22 The main lesson from this exercise is twofold: whatever the true level of child nutritional requirement, (i) structural models point to relatively accurate levels of child and adult poverty, (ii) the traditional approach broadly ignore the potentially large extent of child and/or mothers'poverty.
Conclusion
This paper suggests the …rst direct validation of the collective model of consumption for individual welfare analysis. We exploit a unique dataset from Bangladesh, which provides the individual consumption of each family member (private consumption represents the vast majority of all goods consumed). Observed individual resource shares are compared to the shares estimated from the Rothbarth version of the collective model (sharing between parents and children) or from the more complete collective model (sharing between mothers, fathers and children). Identi…cation of the complete resource allocation is based on assignable goods (adult goods or adult male/female goods) and a preference-similarity assumption that can be tested. The various speci…cations of the model provide very encouraging results regarding its ability to perform individual welfare analysis, especially for (i) the determination of pro-boy discrimination, (ii) the prediction of sharing between parents and children, (iii) the measure of between versus within-household inequality and (iv) the measure of child versus adult poverty based on predicted individual resources. We show some sensitivity to the type of identifying good at use. In particular, we highlight the fact that clothing expenditure provides the best …t. This is good news because this is one of the rare goods assignable to speci…c family members in standard data; also because clothing has been used extensively -for this reason -as an identifying good in the child cost literature (e.g. Gronau, 1988 Gronau, , 1991 ) and the collective model literature (at least since Browning et al., 1994) .
The important message is that collective models should be systematically used in distributional and policy analyses. The identi…cation technology proves su¢ ciently strong -at least for child versus adult sharing -to fare better than the traditional approach based on per capita (or equivalized) expenditure. The latter approach broadly ignores the (large) extent of within-family inequality in poor countries like Bangladesh and, hence, greatly understates the poverty of speci…c family members. Beyond this key conclusion, more can be done to improve or validate model estimations. Our study was a …rst attempt to check collective model predictions for distributional analyses at the individual level. However, many additional aspects could be addressed. First, while the data at use is unique in its ability to inform about individual resource shares in a poor region, larger samples should be collected for more precise estimations. Second, price variation could also be introduced along the lines of Browning et al. 
